Comparative histological study of the skin layers of black goats in north Iraq
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Abstract
In this study the histological characteristic of skin layers in black goat in Kurdistan region were investigated. A total of 10 male black goats of different ages were studied. Samples of skin were taken from the different regions of body (back, flank, abdomen and scrotum) to determine the thickness of epidermis, dermis with its layers papillary and reticular, thickness of whole of skin, hair follicles of skin with (primary and secondary follicles) and other skin appendages. The result show there was variation between the thickness with different layers of skin samples, the whole thickness of dermis were recorded in flank region 2688 µm, 1887.2 µm in abdomen while in back and scrotum was less 1536 µm, 1248 µm respectively, and the whole thickness of epidermis of back region were more than abdomen, scrotum and flank region. The whole thickness of skin was 2793.2 µm, 2092.4 µm, 1646.8 µm, 1302 µm in flank, abdomen, back and scrotum respectively. This variation which we founded with this study with variation of skin appendages in different regions of body compared to other studies belongs to farm species of animals.
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Introduction
Skin is the largest organ of the body which consists of an epidermis, dermis and skin appendages (1). The epidermis generally in mammalian are consist of stratified squamous epithelium which are regenerated continuously starting with proliferation, migration, differentiation and cornification from basement membrane toward the surface of skin which contain many of cells like keratinized cells, melanocytes, Langerhans cells and Merkel cells (2). The classification of thickness of epidermis of skin generally divided into two parts; thick epidermis and thin epidermis. The thin epidermis covered largest part of body while thick epidermis found in palm of the hand, sole of the foot and tail of animals (3). The dermis of skin is thicker than epidermis and classified as dense irregular connective tissue extends to the hypodermis can be divided into a superficial
papillary layer and a deep reticular layer (1,4). The thickness is varying according different species of animals as well as different layers of body in same animal (5). The Skin appendages derive from interactions of the epidermis and dermis within the skin which provide specialized physiological functions to individual ranging from environmental adaptation to child rearing (3,6). And consist of hair follicles, sweat gland and specious gland. The number, density, types and arranged of these organs are varies according to animals species and regions of body (7).

The aim of the present work is to study the histological characters of different regions of local black goat skin layers in north Iraq.

Materials and methods

Skin samples were collected from back, flank, abdomen and scrotal regions of ten adult male black local goats at Dohuk slaughter house. Specimens were fixed in 10% of formalin solution and processed routinely. The samples were dehydrated by ascending grades of ethyl alcohol, cleared with xylene and infiltrated with paraffin wax of 56° C melting point. Then the tissue samples were stained by H&E stain (8).

The important point which are focusing during this study are various histologic structures of skin among different regions of an animal were carried out using light microscope and the morphological characters of the hair follicles, sweat gland and sebaceous glands densities, approximately10 sections 5µm thick, were cut per samples but only every alternate series of five sections were stained and counted.

Results

Back region:

The epidermis was thick, consists of stratum basalis and spinosum which was covered by thick layer of granulosa. The dense irregular connective tissue of the dermis containing a large number of primary and secondary follicles. Follicles are arranged in groups. Each group consisting of primary and secondary follicles. Primary follicles were large and long and most commonly being arranged in clusters of three or trios forming a straight or slightly curved line. Secondary follicles were more in number but smaller and shorter than the primary ones and occupied one side of the primary follicles predominantly the opposite side of sebaceous glands. All the primary follicles were associated with relatively small sebaceous glands, while the majority of the secondary follicles were not accompanied by sebaceous gland. Apocrine sweat gland of the back region was recorded and relatively small. The amount of hair follicles, sweat gland and specious gland are less compared than other part of regions of body (Table 1, 2, 3) (Fig. 1, 2).
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Abdominal region:

The epidermis of skin was thin compared to back region and consist also three layers while the dermis of the skin was thicker compared than the back and scrotum regions which consist of dense irregular reticular and papillary layers. Results show moderate number of hair follicles which was arranges as triangular with its two types, as well as moderate number of sweat gland and specious gland. Apocrine sweat gland resembled those of the back region (Table 1, 2, 3) (Fig. 3, 4).
Scrotal region:
The scrotum skin is constituted of epidermis and dermis, and the epidermis was formed by stratified keratinizing epithelium, organized in basale, spinosum, granulosum, and corneum stratum. The epidermis was thinner compared to back and abdominal regions, independent of the scrotum configuration, increased gradually from the proximal to the distal region. The whole of skin layer was thinner compared to three other regions of study. The papillary layer of dermis of scrotum occupied with greater quantity of merocrine sweat glands and less amount of specious and hair follicles (Table 1, 2, 3) (Fig. 5, 6).

Flank region:
The whole thickness of skin flank region was found consist of three layers, and it was thicker compared to all three parts of regions of study. The epidermis of flank region was thinner compared to three parts of study, and the dermis was thicker which occupied with a large number of specious glands, moderate number of hair follicles (primary and secondary) which arranged like other trio regions. The number of sweat glands and also apocrine types of sweat gland were less compared to other regions of study (Table 1, 2, 3) (Fig. 7, 8).

Hair follicles:
The following significant morphmetrical differences among the regions of body of the study were found. All the primary hair follicles were larger and well recognized compared to secondary. All primary follicles of the various skin regions had a medulla, sweat gland, sebaceous glands and arrector pili muscles except the secondary follicles. The numbers of hair follicles of skin in different parts of body region were found to be a maximum in back, abdomen, flank and scrotum of skin respectively as well as there were differentiation between the number of both follicles in different study region. The number of primary follicles in flank region was less than in back region which located in the papillary layer of dermis of skin; while the secondary follicles were more than in back region, also most of them were located in the papillary layer of dermis of skin. The number of secondary follicles in abdominal region was more in compared to flank, and scrotum region, which arranged a maximum number (six) of secondary follicles to the primary. The result shows the number of both primary and secondary follicles at scrotum was less compared to the other (Table 3).

Fig. (1): Histological section of skin from back region of goat showing, triangular arrangement of primary hair follicles red arrow and groups of secondary follicles blue arrow (H&E Stain, X10).

Fig. (2): Histological section of skin from back region of goat showing layers of epidermis (H&E Stain, X20).
Fig. (3): Histological section of skin from abdominal region of goat showing, thickness of dermis layer compared to epidermis (H&E Stain, X10).

Fig. (4): Histological section of skin from abdominal region of goat showing, triangular arrangement of primary hair follicles red arrow and groups of apocrine sweat glands blue arrow (H&E Stain, X10).

Fig. (5): Histological section of goat skin (scrotum region) showing thin layers of epidermis and dermis (H&E Stain, X10).

Fig. (6): Histological section of goat skin (scrotum region) showing excessive number of merocrine sweat glands blue arrow and less number of hair follicles red arrow and specious gland green arrow (H&E Stain, X10).

Fig. (7): Histological section of goat skin from flank region showing, thin layers of epidermis and thick layer of whole skin (H&E Stain, X10).

Fig. (8): Histological section of goat skin from flank region, showing thin layers of epidermis, trio appearance of primary hair follicles red arrow, less number of sweat gland blue arrow and specious gland green arrow (H&E Stain, X10).
Discussion

The morphological characters of different regions of body in goat skin are varies in this study. In back region the skin consists of epidermis and dermis. Our study showing that the epidermis consists of three layers (stratum basalis and spinosum and thick layer of granulosa). This result is in agreement with (3) in local goats. This is also observed in the skin of local gazelle (9). As well this study showing that the dense irregular connective tissue of the dermis containing a large number of primary and secondary follicles and these follicles are arranged in groups, primary follicles are large, long, and most are commonly being arranged in clusters of three or trios forming a straight or slightly curved line, also this finding is agreement with (3,10) in sheep, and this finding is disagreement with some mammals like cow, horse and man who have no follicle groups (7). Secondary follicles are more in number but smaller and shorter than the primary ones and occupied one side of the primary follicles predominantly the opposite side of sebaceous glands, this is in agreement with (11) in black goats. The study showing that all the primary follicles are associated with relatively small sebaceous glands, while the majority of the secondary follicles are not accompanied by sebaceous, this result is similar to (3) in black goats, but in Iranian native sheep, these sebaceous glands which are always associated with hair follicles and located just above the sweat gland (10). In one humped camel the sebaceous glands are usually small and associated with all of the primary follicles and some of the secondary ones of the back region (12). Our study where recorded that the sweat gland was apocrine in three regions of body back, abdomen and flank while in scrotum we recorded as a merocrine type of sweat gland. The size was relatively small and simple coiled sacularin all skin regions. They are mostly bellow the sebaceous glands just between the hair follicles and the boundary of papillary layer and reticular layer of dermis, but in domestic animal are simple sacular or tubular (7). Our results observed that the epidermis of skin in flank region was thin compared to back region and consist of three layers, while study recorded by Abdul Raheem, M. and Al-Hety, M. (3) in black goat finding that the epidermis of abdomen is thickness, as in sheep. (10) finding that the epidermis of the abdomen is thicker than the flank region this is similar to the our finding. While the dermis of the skin was thicker compared than the back, abdomen and scrotum regions may be because it consists of dense irregular reticular and papillary layers. The study show the papillary layer was thinner than the papillary layer in sheep, while the reticular layer was thicker than the reticular layer in sheep with both abdominal and flank regions (10), these differences may be due to influence wool production and the environmental responsiveness and fiber diameter profiles of sheep (13). The study finding the dermis of the skin of flank region was thicker compared than the back, scrotum and abdomen regions which might be because consist of thick irregular reticular and papillary layers (10). The result observed the skin of scrotum was constituted of epidermis and dermis, while the epidermis was formed by stratified keratinizing epithelium, organized in basale, spinosum, granulosum, and corneum stratum. The epidermis was thinner in compared to back and abdominal regions this in agreement with (3) in black goats showed that the epidermis of skin of scrotum was considerably thinner than other studied regions this might be due to species of goat as well as the area (14). The whole thickness of skin recorded in flank region, then abdomen, back and scrotum and consist of three layer and thicker compared to all three parts of regions of study, this variation of thickness with whole of skin depend to species of goat and any other related factors.
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